
Innovative solutions of XCTMS 

Using Telematics for the benefit of the Tyres in your fleet 

XCTMS is a Tyre management program that ventures into telematics. The rational 
was to produce an independent tyre management software program which would 

enable the transporter to manage his fleet via a smart phone and removing the need 
for paper-based trails. 

 

Smart phone and pressure / thread depth tool 

The system works Using any android smart phone or tablet and is paired with a 
Bluetooth device which measures both tread depth and the pressure of the tyre 

enabling the transporter to know with far more degree certainty and accuracy that 
the vehicles leaving his depots do so with the correct inflation pressures and 

sufficient legal tread depth. 
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Workflows and Accountability 

Tyres that are outside of the clients set parameters are flagged automatically for 
corrections an displayed in a graphic and excel format for easy identification and 
delegation for action. 
As each user has a unique login every action can ultimately be traced to the person 
flagging the problem and the person correcting the problem. Although not the 
primary reason for the program it does enable you to control stock much easier. 
 
XContent plans is to broaden this aspect of the system. 

Observations and Actions 

Reporting and correction cannot be easier with XCTMS. Customised observations 
and specified actions are logged on XCTMS via the mobile smartphone like when 



feathered wear is seen on a tyre. This is logged so the alignment specialist can be 
sent a notification for correction on the vehicle. 
 
A bolt lodged in a tyre tread requires the tyre to be removed and repaired by 
specialist in order to avoid a costly breakdown. A worn kingpin, wheel bearing, 
shock, bushing or other worn mechanical parts causing irregular wear needs to be 
reported to be corrected. Having an option to flag any problem is a feature in the 
reporting function on the smartphone app which allows any user who has the app to 
submit an observation and required action is an advantage. 

 

Budgeting Tool, CPK and Tyre History 

One the most important aspects of a tyre program is it ability to help the user make 
budgeting decisions, and is dependent on the ability of the program to help ascertain 
the rate of wear of a tyre across the full spectrum of tyre sizes, brands, patterns 
including retreads. With access to data like this you can budget for your tyre 
purchases more accurately whether monthly or for quarterly purposes. 
 
Another aspect that is of vital importance in a tyre program to ensure that the history 
of the tire from inception to disposal is accurately maintained in a progression of 
CPK for its first life and then subsequent retreading lives in order to reveal the overall 
CPK for each casing brand. 
 
Each tyre becomes a test tyre in your fleet which is being throughout its life until you 
finally a scrap it.A neat feature of the XContent system is the scrapping function. 
Tyres are scrapped on the mobile app and a picture taken; finishing off the “cradle to 
grave” life cycle and the reason for failure is kept and analysed.This type of data 



mining allows the user to select the best brand tyre It’s for its initial life and 
retreading value. 

Data protection and Instantaneous data access 

What makes this program stand out from others is its TOTAL INDEPENDENCE. This 
is not run by a tyre manufacturer or tyre dealer. Having your data in the hands of 
your supplier is tantamount to having a fox in the henhouse as all your data is 
exposed and all your costs are known to the tyre supplier. And your negotiating 
leverage is gone. An program that has been designed with the help of tyre 
professionals but not in the hands of the tyre supplier or manufacturer guarantees 
your data stays with you and is protected. I heard of many instances where when the 
tyre supplier leaves the customer loses all the data as the supply agreement 
includes suppliers tyre program inevitably having to start Recording tyre data again 
from scratch and the cycle continues on and on. Having your own independent tyre 
program regardless of supplier is the way to go. 
 
Knowing that the data is being recorded directly to the Internet from a smartphone 
via a probe the data is less prone to manipulation considerably more accurately and 
less labour intensive efficiently, and captures that data live on the Microsoft Azure 
cloud Platform making it instantaneously available to management at any location 
where a user can access the internet and has password access. Additionally there is 
no need for and expensive infrastructure, no servers on site, no IT specialists to 
ensure data is protected this is all down to the Microsoft platform. What do you 
simply need is an Internet connection. The processing power of beers your platform 
does most of the work 

Power BI Reports – Business information plugin 

Perhaps one of the most tantalising and helpful aspects to the system is that it uses 
Microsoft Power BI business analytics program which renders graphs and forms in a 
unique enabling the user to drill down on interactive data. The standard System 
delivers seven basic reports, which includes tyre brand and patterns, tyre pressure 
and tyre depth reports and graphs, workflow breakdown, scraping analysis and c.p.k 
reports. Some of the graphs enable you to search by vehicle registration, tyre brand, 
pattern even to tyre retread pattern.Additional customised BI reports are available at 
a small set up fee. 



 
 


